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Detroit Diesel Diagnostic Link (DDDL) - can be used on DDEC VI and
newer systems: View information about the connected ECUs; Perform

standard fault code operations; Perform traditional and advanced
troubleshooting; Read variable values in real time and display them
graphically; Perform service routines; Play back logs of all connected
activity; Detroit Diesel Diagnostic Link (DDDL) is used as a diagnostic

device. It is a crucial component of the Detroit Diesel Electronic
Control Unit (DDECU) and the electronic control module (ECM). It

carries a major role in diagnosis of many vehicle problems, such as
ABS malfunction, of vehicle malfunctions. It can display ECU

information, fault codes, instrumentation, and service routines. In
addition, reprogram and edit ECU parameters settings. DiagnosticLink
Professional contains a full suite of tools to let the user communicate

and control their engine controllers. The package helps those who
wish to troubleshoot, program and monitor their transmission

controllers. With the Professional edition, the user is able to monitor
their ECU parameters, read and modify engine fault codes and store
serial numbers for their check engine light. It is based on a windows

UPD/mdb(2.4 MB) toolkit for low profile, compact processors and
readily portable. The mdb(2.4 MB) toolkit to manage and use the

DiagnosticLink DataBase. It has a rich menu with dozens of functions
and functions. The DiagnosticLink data base contains all the technical
details and information to communicate with the Engine Controller and

perform every task and functions.
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the ddec diagnosticlink pro is designed to perform advanced
diagnostics, troubleshoot problems, and repair vehicles. it provides

information on engine and vehicle trouble codes, and it can be used to
setup customized diagnostic routines and log files. diagnosticlink

professional provides ecu information, diagnostic fault codes,
instrumentation information, service routines,the ability to run system

tests, edit ecu parameters, and the ability to reprogram engine
controllers. upon installation of the professional edition package

installer, the legacy tools dddl 6.x and drs 6.x(for authorized users)
are accessible from start menu programs. diagnosticlink standard
provides ecu information, diagnostic fault codes, instrumentation

information, service routines, the ability to run system tests, and edit
ecu parameters. upon installation and registration of the diagnosticlink

standard package installer, the legacy tool detroit diesel diagnostic
link (dddl 6.x) will be installed and accessible from start menu

programs. the default version of dddl 6.x is set to 6.45 for all users.
diagnosticlink standard provides ecu information, diagnostic fault

codes, instrumentation information, service routines,the ability to run
system tests, and edit ecu parameters. upon installation and

registration of the diagnosticlink standard package installer, the
legacy tool detroit diesel diagnostic link (dddl 6.x) will be installed and
accessible from start menu programs. the default version of dddl 6.x is

set to 6.45 for all users. diagnosticlink professional provides ecu
information, diagnostic fault codes, instrumentation information,

service routines,the ability to run system tests, and edit ecu
parameters. upon installation of the professional edition package

installer, the legacy tools dddl 6.x and drs 6.x(for authorized users)
are accessible from start menu programs. 5ec8ef588b
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